
HYUNDAI LP PERFORMANCE

STATE-OF-THE-

ART HYDRAULIC 

SYSTEM

Featuring a low-noise 

control valve, the large-

capacity hydraulic 

system increases 

efficiency and durability.

HYDROSTATIC

POWER STEERING

The hydraulic steering 

system ensures smooth 

and flexible steering and 

prevents overrun and 

kick-back.

POWERFUL ENGINE

The Mitsubishi 2.0L 

engine provides excellent 

performance, durability 

and efficiency while 

complying with the 

latest tier 4 EPA/CARB 

requirements.

EXCELLENT

GRADEABILLITY

The powerful engine 

provides greater 

acceleration, improved 

gradeability and faster 

travel speed in the 

toughest terrain and on 

the steepest slope.
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HYUNDAI LP CONVENIENCE

OPERATOR 

FRIENDLY PANEL

The operator friendly 

gauges and water 

resistant monitor panel 

monitors 17 items 

including but not 

limited to fuel warning 

lamp, air cleaner filter 

warning light, and water 

temperature gauge.

GRAMMER™ FULL 

SUSPENSION SEAT

An easily adjustable 

ergonomic seat provides 

unmatched comfort and 

reduces operator fatigue. 

Energy locking retractor 

(ELR) seat belt, heater 

and headrest (optional) & 

adjustable armrests.

ADJUSTABLE

STEERING WHEEL

Featuring a horn button 

and a right-hand lever, 

the steering wheel can 

be adjusted by the 

operator for comfortable 

positioning.

ERGONOMICALLY 

POSITIONED PEDALS

The accelerator, brake, 

and inching pedals are 

optimally positioned 

for improved operator 

convenience.
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HYUNDAI LP SERVICEABILITY

EASY SERVICE 

ACCESS

The highly accessible 

engine compartment 

assures fast, efficient 

maintenance.

QUICK CHANGE

AIR CLEANER

Filters are easy to access 

and replace at with the 

open service-friendly 

design.

COMPACT

FUSE BOX

The fuse box is compact 

and conveniently 

accessible, allowing for 

easy inspection.

BRAKE FLUID

RESERVOIR WITH 

LEVEL SWITCH

When the minimum 

brake fluid level is 

reached, the warning 

lamp on the instrument 

cluster is activated.
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HYUNDAI LP SAFETY

NEW HIGH 

VISIBILITY FOR 

SAFE OPERATION

The operator is able 

to work with increased 

safety and accuracy due 

to a wide view through 

the mast, standard 

mirrors and spacious 

compartment.

BRIGHT, PROTECTED 

HEADLIGHTS & 

REAR SAFETY LAMP

The powerful head lights 

are positioned to provide 

exceptional visibility 

to the job site. Rear 

combination lamps with 

directional indicators, rear 

lights and brake lights are 

positioned to provide a 

higher level of safety.

LARGE FOOTBOARD 

& HAND GRIP

The wide, durable step 

offers added convenience 

and safety when entering 

and exiting the truck.

OPERATOR 

PRESENCE 

SENSING SYSTEM 

(OPSS)

Activating the OPSS 

disables the mast tilting, 

lifting and lowering 

functions when the 

operator is not in the 

seated position.
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